
TO TALK ABOUT REGISTRY-ISSUED CARBON CREDITS, THESE FIVE 
TERMS ARE GOING TO COME IN HANDY
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Carbon Project
A carbon project is a body of work that 

. Carbon by Indigo currently operates one carbon project in the US, and plans to create 
new projects over time (for example, a 

methods and listed with one single carbon registry.

Carbon Program
Indigo refers to its carbon business as a carbon program because it encompasses more than just our one 
current carbon project. The Carbon by Indigo program in the future will include multiple projects, in multiple 
locations, and with multiple registries. By using the term “program,” it also encompasses the carbon-related 
services that Indigo provides, such as the online platform and agronomic support team.

Carbon Standards

Soil Enrichment Protocol is an example of a standard.

Carbon Registry
A carbon registry is a third-party organization that sets the rigorous rules needed to create carbon credits. 
Registries ultimately approve and issue the credits that meet their high standards. For example, the Climate 
Action Reserve is a carbon registry. 
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A carbon registry carbon 
projects that meet these high standards. 

An independent  audits a carbon project to ensure conformance with the registry’s carbon 
standards

That value chain looks like this: 

VERIFIED VS. REGISTRY-ISSUED
DIFFERENT STAGES IN THE VALUE CHAIN

WHAT IT MEANS
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While it is possible to simply select a 
carbon standard and hire a  to review credits for compliance before selling them, the additional 
step of issuing credits through a carbon registry
traceability, and risk reduction for both buyers and growers, which in turn makes the credits worth more in the 
carbon market.

For example, the USDA sets the rules for “Organic” labeled products, and the USDA ultimately decides what 
gets the Organic stamp and what doesn’t — similar to how a carbon registry
individual farms are following the practices needed to receive the Organic label on their products can be 
conducted by third-party, independent entities, who drive to visit the farm and review farming activities — similar 
to how
the most value to the market from the “Organic” label. And in turn, that value is passed on to the grower via 
increased payments for organic products.
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carbon registry
carbon standards that prove that the credit is real - meaning that the carbon credit 

carbon projects must meet them. 

carbon registries
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carbon programs
 carbon registries. 

All carbon programs
on that registry’s database. Carbon by Indigo’s carbon project is listed as CAR1459 in the Climate Action 
Reserve's online carbon registry.

GETTING REGISTRY-ISSUED IS A MAJOR MILESTONE

WHAT IT TAKES

LEGAL RIGHTS DEADLINES EVIDENCE COLLECTION

GATHERING RESULTS TRAINING LIABILITY
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Registry-issued credits have passed both
This means that 

And, by having carbon registries
In turn, this allows carbon programs with registry-issued credits to avoid the 

blindly trust that the credits led to real climate impact.

And, because farmers in the Carbon by Indigo program take home 75% or more of the carbon credit sale 

WHAT MAKES REGISTRY-ISSUED CREDITS SUPERIOR

READY TO TAKE THE NEXT STEP?

WHY IT MATTERS

Want to learn more about Carbon by Indigo 

Check out Carbon College, a free online 
education resource with courses about 

carbon credits, carbon markets, and 
carbon farming. 

LEARN MORE ABOUT AGRICULTURAL 
CARBON CREDITS.

carboncollege.indigoag.com
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carbon.indigoag.com

Ready to explore Carbon by Indigo for 

creating a free account. Instantly gain 
access to hundreds of carbon farming 
resources, no obligations necessary. 

EXPLORE YOUR CARBON ACCOUNT.


